COMMUNITY & HERITAGE

Community & Heritage
Local communities and their indigenous heritage are cornerstone conversations for your land
operations. Infoscope provides you with a wide range of innovative tools to build effective
community stakeholder engagement, provides sound rationale for any grievances and enables
smooth ongoing participation in your project.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
The local community is no longer considered a
challenge to be overcome, but an opportunity
to empower. Infoscope through its unique graph
relationship engine helps map the complex
confluence of relationships in communities, their
hierarchical and cultural structures, and enables
effective governance with the informed sensitivities.
HERITAGE MANAGEMENT
Heritage management is an important statutory
requirement that needs to be addressed in a
responsible, consultative and fully compliant
manner for projects to proceed in accordance
with legislative time frames. Infoscope manages
cultural heritage from the engagement of the right
custodians to provide the necessary insights to
establish heritage surveys, site recordings, engages
in clearance approvals and completes any salvage
or rehabilitation of artefacts.
NATIVE TITLE AGREEMENTS
Negotiating Native Title agreements and managing
their ongoing obligations is difficult, complete with
challenges and shifting expectations. Infoscope
creates a standards-based approach to delivering
Native Title agreement summaries which produce
clear expectations to all stakeholders. Through a

fully configurable workflow and reminder system,
Infoscope will enable a high level of accountability
and transparency in administering these
agreements.
COMMUNITY OBLIGATIONS AND REPORTING
Effective community engagement is when resource
companies are seen to be doing more to create
an inclusive environment for local stakeholders.
Infoscope establishes smart frameworks for agreed
outcomes for every obligation, and establishes
the frequency of monitoring and reporting. These
configurable workflows can be monitored and
reported for progress and effectiveness.
PART OF THE BIG PICTURE
Effective community engagement can make or
break a project and is an ongoing situation full of
challenges as well as opportunities to demonstrate
positive social performance. As a heritage manger,
Infoscope can be your one-stop shop to plan and
keep track of your priorities and programs while
also having the necessary information from the
land access, landholder and tenement functions of
the business.

www.k2fly.com
One Workspace for all - Infoscope is transforming the way resource and infrastructure land owners manage and
govern their land assets. We enable this transformation by delivering spatial first visibility, speed and efficiency in
understanding and decision making and collaboration for the users across the spectrum of Land Management.
Infoscope is a cloud-based SaaS offering suitable for companies of all sizes. You can use our products across various
land functions whether in the field or in the office, to access data from multiple business systems and public data
sources empowering you to work faster and smarter, together.

